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LARGE COPPER INTERSECIION RETURNED - Hugh Grenfal, presi- 
dent, reports Booker 

Gold Explorations Ltd. has intersected a long, high grade copper 
intersection at the Heme Hill mopertY located 65 -t of 
Smithers, B.C. Tbe company can earn a 100% interest subject to a 
4.5% NSR. Booker has been conducting a magnetometer survey with 
the goal of finding anomalies of similar ihtensity as on the Chapman 
zone. Tbe distinct magnetometer low on the Chapman zone has been 
drilled by percussion and diamond drill. The percussion drill hole was 
drilled at -60' north. The diamond &ill hole, 100 feet north, was chilled 
at -45' ENE. Tbe percussion hole averaged 2.08% copper and 0.02 
oz.goldlton over 250 feet. The diamond' drill hole averaged 2.21% 
copper and 0.04 oz.goldJton over 250 feet. 'Ibe anomaly is open to 
depth. The Chapman zone magnetometer anomaly is about 100 feet by 
110 feet. 

To date, seven new magnetometer anomalies have been located 
within or peripheral to an extensive pomyry copper system. All of 
the anomalies are m e  larger than the Chapman anomaly, averaging 
about 600 by 500 feet. 'Some of these anomalies are coincidental with 
geochem anomalies, which are similar to the Chapman Breccia Pipe. 
Several targets are upslope Irom previously reported high grade breccia 
float. These do not include one large anomaly yet to be closed and has 
dimensions of 1,500 by 2,100 feet m far. This large anomaly is on the 
west flank of tbe property. 

Management is of the view that the above results may indicate a fax 
more extensik porphyry system than previously believed. The 
magnetometer survey is continuing and a drill crew is being mobilized' 
to begin site preparation. (SEE GCNL N0.50, 14Mar94, P.2 FOR 
PREMOUS PROJECT INFORMAlTON) 
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